Slightly different from the previous two issues, this issue consists of one contribution from open calls, on reusing simulated code onto the experimented wireless platforms, and two invited contributions from National Chiao Tung University Network Benchmarking Laboratory (NCTU-NBL), on false positive/negative analysis of intrusion detection, and the University of New Hampshire InterOperability Laboratory (UNH-IOL), on interoperability testing of the emerging Ethernet-centric data center bridging. These two laboratories are directed by two of the editors of this series. The invited submissions also went through the review process to check and improve their quality. The major reason we invited our colleagues to submit to this series was based on an observation made in the last issue: Soliciting highly industry-oriented submissions from the test laboratories and test equipment providers might be more promising than soliciting from the manufacturers. Although we do not rule out the possibility of submissions from manufacturers, our experiences have indicated us they are either too busy to write at the quality we require or reluctant to leak test results on their own products. The open calls for future issues are still valid, with two due dates on June 1 and December 1 every year. But we shall continue to invite contributions from the leading test laboratories and test equipment providers. The inputs from NBL and IOL in this issue serve as the first move and also an example in soliciting these types of input.

The invited contributions from our colleagues did not disappoint us. The article from UNH/IOL (“Testing Challenges of Data Center Bridging Networks”) first gives a tutorial on Ethernet-centric data center bridging (DCB), where the same Ethernet interconnects storage, processors, and general data networking. In an effort to replace the currently predominant Fibre Channel technology, Ethernet itself needs extensions to avoid congestion and hence frame loss in bridging the increasingly heavy traffic inside data centers with iSCSI over DCB. The congestion scenario in data centers could be more severe than the general data networking due to the long transfer patterns to and from the storage devices. Four extensions to Ethernet were defined or are being developed under DCB in the IEEE 802.1 Data Center Bridging Task Force: priority-based flow control, enhanced transmission selection, congestion notification, and data center bridging exchange. The article discusses the challenges in testing these four mechanisms, and how conformance testing and interoperability testing could complement each other. Based on their 13 interoperability test events (named “plugfests”) over three years, the authors present the results, revealing the interoperability issues that decreased gradually from over 100 in one plugfest event to a few tens.

The article from NCTU-NBL (“Statistical Analysis of False Positives and False Negatives from Real Traffic with Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems”) analyzed over 2000 false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) cases collected in 16 months from the campus beta site of NCTU and the packet trace library of NBL. It first reviews the methodology that leverages “multiple” commercial intrusion detection/prevention systems to capture intrusions in the real traffic of the beta site. When these multiple systems have different opinions, some of them would be diagnosed as false positives or false negatives. These collected real but false cases serve as the basis for this study. Some interesting findings are reported:

- There are 13 times more FPs than FNs because many signatures are so short that they would match some benign traffic.
- 91 percent of FPs are not related to security issues but to policy management configured for access control.
- The classic buffer overflow, SQL server attacks, and worm slammer attacks account for 93 percent of FNs, which mean variations of intrusions still sneak past many intrusion detection/prevention systems.

Detailed case studies and analysis further reveal some insights in which manufacturers or researchers of this area would be interested.

The only open call article in this issue (“CommonCode:
A Code-Reuse Platform for Wireless Network Experimentation”) evolves an interesting idea of reusing simulated code onto experimented platforms. The virtue of this approach is combining the ease of implementation in simulations and the realistic PHY/MAC channel conditions in a well controlled repeatable environment. The authors tried to resolve the challenges of achieving an ideal code reuse platform by developing three mechanisms:

- Hardware adaptor to configure the PHY/MAC parameters of simulations into hardware platforms
- Real-time event schedule to transform the simulation event time to the real event time
- Debugging platform to run and compare the common code (CC) on both simulation (CC-sim) and experimentation (CC-exp)

It shows the effectiveness of this promising approach by a series of simulations and experiments.
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